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ACTION PAINTING

TEAM BUILDING - ART & CREATIVE



KEY ASPECTS
• Creativity 

• Imagination 

• Fun 

• Relations 

• Discussion 

• Communication 

• Challenge 

• Teamwork 

• Group Motivation 

• Collaboration 

REQUIREMENTS: 

TIME: From 1 to 3 hours 

LOCATION: Indoor or outdoor space with 1 table for 
each team 



As you could expect, Action Painting is the artistic and paint engaging section of our team building activities, where anything can turn 
into pure expression of your company Values. 

What you don’t know, is the brilliant outcome. 

Working as a team in order to get that symbol, image, word or item to represent a meaningful Vision. To make each individual 
contribute, with their prospective and point of view, towards a common Mission.  

It is incredibly satisfying to see how a simple thought during a brainstorming session, can become at the end of ten activity, a work of 
art. 

Moreover, while the team building activity finishes on that day, you will bring to the office a long lasting memory of a great and fun day 
out of the office!  

The team’s masterpiece will always be a reminder of a successful teamwork and its company pillars. 

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?



The main goal of Action Painting is to bring the attendees closer to the objectives your company wants to pursue, by using messages 
based on the concept of identification.  

Each team will be guided through a brainstorming phase of extreme importance, as it is the moment where personalities and roles 
come out and will play their role during the activity. Listening, communication, decision making are the most valuable skills during this time 
as the team will create their own theme to identify with. 

Always under guidance and coordination of master trainers specialized in the team building field, the teams will then get finally into action! 

Just wait for the end because, besides the painting result, which outcome will be surprisingly well executed, it will be interesting to hear 
opinions and feedbacks during the debriefing moment. 

Nothing better than growing and improving relationships among attendees in a friendly and fun way. 

If the number of participants is wide, then we offer the option where each team will have to work towards the creation of a painting that 
can take shape only if combined with the others team’s creations! This require team work between the different “departments”. 

HOW DOES iT WORK?



On the same line of Action Paining, Body Painting follows the same process flow except a small little detail, the artistis will be individual 
painters and their canvas will be actual partecipants! 

We recommend Body Painting when the company goal is more about empower each employee to realize his and her value and 
asset in the team.  

The artist will paint the other partecipant’s face and then they will switch roles. 

When you think about it, each one of us is necessary and unique in a workplace thanks to the personal capacities. It is not about who has 
the highest work position, but about the identity each one of us bring into the environment. 

It can be related to the person’s carisma, strenght, patience, freindly manners, empathy, determination and so on. 

Of course as per every respectful art gallery, the artists will then have to expose their work to the others and explain why their living 
masterpiece is fundamental and special. 

BODY PAiNTiNG



DiNNER WiTH MURDER

TEAM BUILDING - ART & CREATIVE



KEY ASPECTS
• Visual Thinking 

• Role Play 

• Story Telling 

• Problem solving 

• Communication 

• Fun 

• Integration 

• Mystery 

REQUIREMENTS: 

TIME: From 1 to 3 hours 

LOCATION: A dining room or spacious area of the 
restaurant 



Murder Mystery is not about performing an act, it’s about taking part of a representation and noticing important details in order 
to solve a mystery! This is a fun and engaging team building activity, that will change your corporate lunch or dinner experience.  

Our master and professional trainers will welcome the group, letting everyone taking their seat and get comfortable.  

The activity will start by telling a thriller story, and from that moment onward, the evening will be a mix of theatre acts and dinner 
courses, which will always leave the guest in complete relax to enjoy the meal while brainstorming with their team (so the people at 
their table).  

What will be the developments of the mysterious story? And what did the guests noticed that was odd? 

This format is based on…. Well, first of all a lot of fun! But also on creating a new, easy going atmosphere, that will lead the night and will let 
the participants get to know each other outside of the work environment. 

Solving an enigma by watching some of your colleagues being part of a representation, it’s a unique occasion that will enhance 
communication and problem solving… With a theatrical touch! 

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?



Dinner with Murder is your corporate lunch or dinner, but in a different key.  

Teams will be split per tables and our professional actors will ask support of some of the guest (the most easy going ones or less 
shy!) and take part of the act. 

Between courses, the different act will take place with the development of the thriller. Under the guidance of a director, they will act in a 
play with rules that will become clear only during the show. 

The participants called to act, will also join their tables throughout the dinner and eat quietly as they don’t know anything except their own 
script. 

Once performed the enigma and revealed who has been murdered, it will be the brainstorming time where every table will 
have to write their conclusions and explanation of…. Who was the murderer! 

Which team will solve the case? It will be important to select the representative of each table because before revealing the winning 
team, we will listen to every team hypothesis and conclusions! 

HOW DOES iT WORK?



MOViE TELLER
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KEY ASPECTS
• Creativity 

• Communication 

• Lateral Thinking 

• Visual Thinking 

• Project Management 

• Time Management 

• Team Integration 

• Motivation 

• Values sharing 

• Public Speaking 

REQUIREMENTS: 

TIME: From 2 hours to 1 day 

LOCATION: Indoor area for the presentation and 
indoor or outdoor spaces for shooting 



There are certain situations that only a team building activity can recreate. For example… Shooting a short movie or a trailer, where you and 
your colleagues will be in front and behind the camera! 

Movie Telling promote a wide number of skills, that only in special circumstances will get additional value. 

Filming a movie requires a strong team work among colleagues, but before that it needs a base of communication, mutual 
understanding and opening towards each other. 

Movie Telling is a great occasion to transfer into a representation, the company values, mission and vision, the pillars or the 
goal set for the year. And above all… It’s a lot of fun! 

Every team will experience a role play challenge, which involves bringing out personality and inner interpretation of the characters, while 
always keeping in mind the script and its final message.  

Before the shooting, there is a fun and creative work session to create the movie’s story line. 

Splitting tasks, deciding who is more suited to be director and co-director, movie maker or actors, it’s all part of the team work skill! 

Educational aspects apart, Movie Making is without any doubt an amazingly entertaining team building activity! 

WHAT iS iT ABOUT?



Movie Telling requires an introduction and explanation of the format, because the participants will begin the activity by filling a story 
board that they will have to fill through brainstorming.  

This is an important phase where everyone’s opinion will contribuite to the creation of an amazing trailer or movie! 

It is not just about drawing scenes and writing a script. Our movie making master and professional trainers, will explain to the group the 
most used techniques by directors and actors of famous international movies, in order to build a story and film it in the best way. 

Sound, lights, shooting methods, angles and prospectives, dynamicity, actors expressions and movements… Of course this team building 
activity doesn’t require any acting or specific movie knowledge, it will be the engagement of the moment that will bring out the fun, 
simple, theatrical side of each one of us! 

We will provide all the necessary for every work session as well as the devices used to film. A specific movie application will be 
dedicated for the third and last session of the activity….. The editing. 

In terms of requirements, this is a whole different stage, that will test the teams to be able to focus on sensemaking and give fluidity to 
their work. Actors will be also involved in the cutting and editing, as it is always a team’s choice and never individual. 

HOW DOES iT WORK?



Besides ensuring you that watching a short movie where you and your colleagues are the actors and producers, it’s an amusing moment 
that will make everyone enjoy and have fun! 

But it is also the moment where we will evaluate the work developed and select the winners! 

As the theme and vibe of the movies will be based on the company profile and values, it will be the customization of the Movie Telling itself 
to inspire the participants to create a related and inspiring story. Our expert staff will consider: 
 
- The inner message of the team’s story 

- Creativity and execution 

- Team work and all team skills 

At the end, it will be great to see how people broke the ice and got to share something unique with the others. Achieving a great result as 
a team, gives to all a different perception and enthusiasm when it comes down to working together. 

And cherry on top, you will receive the movies the following day… And those will remain part of the company’s history! 

Get in touch to know more details! 

HOW DOES iT WORK?



 www.yaya.ae

MORE THAN UNEXPECTED

http://www.yaya.ae

